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In order to greet our Dear Customers with upcoming holidays we .Q: Passing
matrix data between two QThreads I would like to create two threads in Qt that
both display data from one matrix. The thread that creates the matrix is called
Quantized(thread_model). The thread that displays the matrix is called
QuantizeDisplay(thread_display). Currently, the Qt documentation shows how to
pass matrices between threads within the same process (using Queues) but not
across processes. I have been able to successfully pass data between two different
threads by making one thread write to a shared memory, and having the other
thread read from the same shared memory (data written by thread is displayed).
The shared memory is a single int[] matrix (IntegerMatrix). I am able to pass the
matrix data successfully from Quantized to QuantizeDisplay, but when
QuantizeDisplay gets to the matrix data it refuses to display (and instead displays
a black screen). I think the error is being caused by trying to access the matrix
data from the wrong thread. If I change the parameter passed in threads from mat
to IntegerMatrix * IntegerMatrix, I get the same black screen for QuantizeDisplay
(I would have thought the two threads were accessing the same matrix since they
were both running the same code). Since IntegerMatrix is an int[][] and
IntegerMatrix * IntegerMatrix is also an int[][], it seems weird that mat and
IntegerMatrix * IntegerMatrix would both work, but IntegerMatrix * IntegerMatrix
wouldn't. Since they are both arrays of ints, I don't understand why IntMatrix *
IntMatrix would behave differently than IntMatrix * IntegerMatrix. Below is the
code that is working and where I think I am causing the error. //class file:
IntegerMatrix * quantized; //class header file class Quantized : public QThread { ...
private: IntegerMatrix* quantized; }; class QuantizeDisplay : public QThread { ...
private: IntegerMatrix 79a2804d6b
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